
Wunder Rides x Hazel Florist

Bridal Car
Flowers



Bridal Car Decorations
Standard bridal car decorations include two ribbon sashes with a
customizable flower & colour theme. Flowers are inclusive of main

bonnet flowers, four doors flowers, and an optional back boot ribbon. 
 Additional following car ribbons are available at $6 / ribbon.

Standard Flowers $250 ++

Images are for visual references, not the actual product. Prices stated are subject to GST and a
service fee for onsite setup. Recommended set up to be in the evening, a day before the actual

wedding. Reach us on whatsapp at 97390784 for more questions..

Use code wunderrides to get 10% off



Bridal Car Decorations
Classic bridal car decorations include a centerpiece bloom arrangement at the
bonnet of the car. An option to customize flower and colour theme available.

Flowers are inclusive of main bonnet flowers, four doors flowers, and an optional
back boot ribbon.  Additional following car ribbons are available at $6 / ribbon.

Classic Flowers $250 ++

Garland bridal car decorations include a garland of
blooms on the bonnet of the car. An option to

customize flower and colour theme available. Flowers
are inclusive of main bonnet flowers, four doors

flowers, and an optional back boot ribbon. Additional
following car ribbons are available at $6 / ribbon.

Garland Flowers $300 ++

Images are for visual references, not the actual product. Prices stated are subject to GST and a service fee for
onsite setup. No additional fees are required for setup at 8 New Industrial Road. Recommended set up to be
in the evening, a day before the actual wedding. Reach us on whatsapp at 97390784 for more questions..

Use code wunderrides to get 10% off



Use code wunderrides to get 10% off
Prices stated are subject to GST and a service fee for onsite setup. No additional fees are

required for setup at 8 New Industrial Road. 
Flowers are based on sale, recommended to cut and discard ribbons after the wedding.

Set up will be done either 2-3 hours before the event day or the day before depending on
event time and hotel arrangements.

Recommended set up to be in the evening, a day before the actual wedding. 
Set up time required to be 1 hour to 1.5 hours. 

A 50% deposit will be required upon receipt of the quotation for date and event
confirmation. The remaining 50% is to be paid before or on the day of setup. An optional

100% payment to secure a slot and set up is accepted. 
1 revision of the theme and flowers is allowed, and the last change is to be submitted two

weeks before the setup.
Payments are to be made to Hazel Florist & Gifts Pte Ltd via cash, credit card or paynow.

UEN 200104348H with an invoice indication upon transfer. 
Reach us on WhatsApp at 97390784 (scan QR code) or cs@hazel.com.sg for more questions..

Official Site: https://hazel.com.sg/
Person in charge of weddings & events Shernet 91382775.

 

 
 

Additional Noets

Flower Colour: Client to choose between the themes given
Flower Notes: Client to choose between the themes given

Flower Noets



Thank you

Please feel free to contact us: 
Shernet Ong +65 91382775

bme@hazel.com.sg


